
 

 

          
Revolutionary Drywall Setting Compound Additive 

About: Years of testing resulted in a proprietary formula that can be added to ALL existing 

drywall products sold today.  Muddskip
TM

 transforms existing drywall mud to perform like a 

lightweight plaster finish that anyone can apply easily in one day, ready for paint the following 

day with NO SANDING!  Whether you are looking for a level 5 smooth finish, a textured finish 

like drag, knock down, skip trowel, stipple, or a simple orange peel.  Muddskip
TM

 offers ease of 

use to obtain your desired look in half the labor time traditional products would take to produce 

desired finish. 

This product can be ROLLED onto walls with a standard paint roller (1” nap recommended) 

allows for extreme ease of use.  IF you are a  pro you can use the traditional hawk and trowel or 

pan and knife application methods.  Muddskip
TM

 saves up to 50% labor time depending on skill 

level, condition of substrate being coated and relative humidity as it relates to dry time. ONE 

PRODUCT DOES IT ALL! 

Product: Muddskip
TM

 is a product additive you add to ANY existing dry or premix drywall 

compounds transforming them into a one day process wall finish that saves exponential time, 

money and labor.  Muddskip
TM

 is changing the process of wall finishing as we know it today by 

allowing you to apply over several existing surfaces in most cases without a bonder.  Obtaining 

the desired finish you choose, whether that be up to a level 5 smooth, skip trowel, texture, knock 

down, stipple, orange peel or a modification of your own.  Never before has there been a 

product that allows you to layer wet on wet without extensive dry time and no sanding 

mess. 

As easy as 1-2-3 Mix - Tape, bed and smooth seams, Apply Base Coat - Apply Finish Coat.  Get 

a level 5 smooth coat finish or your desired texture in ONE DAY or obtain the finish of your 

desired texture with NO Sanding mess!  Muddskip
TM

 is so easy to use with any drywall setting 

compound on the market today.  Muddskip
TM

 may also be used as a patching compound or 

leveler for uneven substrates, this will require a longer dry time as coating is typically applied 

much thicker for repairs.   

STRONGER BOND - HARDER FINISH - SAVES TIME - SAVES MONEY - BETTER 

FIRE RETARDANCY - IMPROVES PAINTING COVERAGE - ALL IN ONE 

PRODUCT 


